are satisfied, the inequalities
\gn(x) -£"(&) | S niax|/| -V y [K(x, y) -J£(&, #)]
(n = 1, 2, ...), and inequality (7) will imply that I?n(a0 -gn+m(x)\ £ 2[max|/| + l]e (n 'ZN'; m= 1,2, •••)• Consequently these g's must be uniformly convergent, and the transformation must be completely continuous.
If condition B is not satisfied there must be an e > 0 and an infinite sequence of x's such that
Vy[K(x m , y) ~ K(xn, y)2 ^ €
(m + n). It follows from the principal theorem of the first section, that if V y K is bounded uniformly, a subset of these x's must make K(x n , y) convergent. As no subset of them can satisfy equation (4), condition A cannot be satisfied. Therefore when A is satisfied B must be, and since A is necessary and B sufficient, B must be necessary and A sufficient also. Also from (2)
Therefore the coordinates of the point of contact of the tangent (u, v, w) with (2) 4. The foci of the curve <p (u, v, w) which establishes the theorem, § 2, as enunciated. 5. The present note is an abstract presenting the central theorem of a paper wherein the general curve <p = 0 of class * Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, 3d éd., § 141; also Emch, this vol. 25, n -1 is discussed and methods evolved for drawing it. We go no further here than to notice the interesting case when n = 3, of which the theorem of Lucas is a particular case.
6. When n = 3 the roots of the derivative of /(*) ^ n o* -*<) When the powers (M) are positive the conic <p = 0 touches the sides of the triangle zi, z 2 , z$ internally, and is therefore an ellipse inscribed in the triangle; the point of contact divides each side in the ratio of the powers of the vertices. If Mi = M2 = Ms = 1> ƒ(2) becomes a cubic and the conic touches the sides of the triangle at their midpoints, which is Lucas's case.
When each power is not positive, it is only necessary to consider one as being negative, for changing the signs of all the powers does not effect <p = 0.
If MI + M2 + M3 = 0, the conic is a parabola, the center being at infinity. It follows from a well-known theorem, the focus of a parabola touching the three sides of a triangle lies on the circumcircle of the triangle, that in this case the roots of the derivative of ƒ (z) lie on a circle through the roots A conic is clearly an ellipse or hyperbola according as it passes through a point between or not between two parallel tangents, respectively.
The tangents parallel to the sides of the triangle are easily found, since the center is known and the point of touch on a or side. Let the side z±z 2 be the #-axis. The equation of the tangent parallel to this axis is
